We've developed a system designed to account for the placement of argument and non-argument DPs and PPs within Verb Phrases. Does this system explain the grammaticality judgments recorded below?

(1)  
   a.  Jill smashed beans every day for fun.
   b.  Jill smashed beans for fun every day.
   c.  * Jill smashed every day beans for fun.
   d.  Jill smashed them every day for fun.
   e.  Jill smashed them for fun every day.
   f.  * Jill smashed every day them for fun.

Explain, and use phrase marker trees in your explanation.

Determine where finite CP complements can be in the verb phrases of English. By finite CP complements, I mean the bolded string in (2).

(2)  
   a.  She said that squirrels bite.
   b.  She explained to me that rabid squirrels bite.

Is what you find predicted by our system?